The *Southern Israelite* Archive spans the years 1929-1986. Although Rabbi H. Cerf Straus established the *Southern Israelite* as a temple bulletin in Augusta in 1925, it soon became quite popular and was eventually moved to Atlanta. Circulation increased until it spread throughout the South. Its coverage included the news of the southern Jewry as well as issues that involved Jewish populations throughout the nation and world. In 1987, the paper changed its name from the *Southern Israelite* to the *Atlanta Jewish Times*. Today, it is owned by Jewish Renaissance Media and continues as a weekly publication.
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If you like the Southern Israelite Archive, try these other GALILEO databases:
- Digital Library of Georgia: http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=dlg1
- Sociological Collection: http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=zbsc
- World History Collection: http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=zbwh